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Your Legacy Matters is a guide for men and women of most ages, faiths, and conditions. Beyond
the precious treasure we keep the future, our yield produces an extraordinary and profound
experience that addresses universal needs deep within each of us. Legacy letters articulate our
values, history, tales, learning, and blessings for all those we value. This modern interpretation
of the ancient ethical will gives us a practical solution to discover spiritual peace inside our
chaotic globe. Included is assistance for writing legacy letters to accompany our wills and living
wills, emphasizing their make use of to initiate important family members conversations. It
requires us on the life-changing journey of legacy composing to harvest our lifestyle experience
and learning for our loved ones and future generations.
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A thoughtful, reflective resource for expressing your legacy This book is for all those folks who
are considering writing a legacy letter but ask themselves "What must i write?"Your Legacy
Matters is reflective and spiritual. This book is not to end up being rushed through. I found it
best to browse each chapter and reflected upon it before continue. Each chapter speaks to
different aspects of legacy - a few for example blessings, linking past and future generations,
personal human relationships, regrets, and maturing. it really is urgent for legacy writers of
every age to write legacy letters now--to one another, other loved ones, and to potential
generations--provided the uncertainties of life and the momentum of switch in our situations.
One might say that lots of have forgotten how exactly to be a village. Some legacy letters could
be given to recipients immediately, some receive at upcoming special occasions, some are left in
a legacy file or safe deposit package with directions to get at death, and finally, some are used to
understand oneself and so are ultimately destroyed.A thoughtful, reflective source for
expressing your legacy. Amust for every family. Interesting way to departing a created legeacy
for your children. Sometimes we have to give our kids our blessing for various areas of their
lifestyle. this book can help you create what you genuinely have kept inside .very easy book to
understand and has examples to give you ideas of what and how one could/should begin and
say. I am writing mine in 2016. Great types of legacy letters I like this author's work. She's
wondered examples in this publication though her woman's workbook is still my favorite..
DISCOVERING YOUR OWN TREASURE ISLAND .. We may find that a few of the stones we've
stumbled over and cursed possess ended up being exceedingly valuable; The world needs those
who are growing not only older, but wiser. Five Stars Book has valuable details. Each one of the
group users felt nourished. This is a great book to show you how to write your ethical wills. My
observation is our emphasis on independence has left the "civil contract" a bit tattered. Time to
Get Started! Instead of writing just one single (or a few) legacy letters, the writer encourages
writing a number of letters to different people on different topics." p." Reading that publication
and completing the exercises was a pivotal knowledge for me. but at what stage of lifestyle do
we not need a village?. The writer encourages composing draft letters, lettings them sit for some
days or weekly, and then revising and editing them. We certainly are a village in the midst of
wilderness wanderings. A nomadic people need the experience of those in the next half of life
to survive. Those in the next half of lifestyle have observed the intricacies of human
relationships, and have adapted to the far reaching changes that have always been and always
will be part of surviving.Rachael Freed, through her years of legacy work, teaching, speaking, and
writing has become a skilled information. Through Your Legacy Issues she assists us to take
action much more than survive; she manuals us in uncovering the treasure that people have got
accumulated over the trip. Each shared a legacy story with enthusiasm, touching the other
women in the circle.Your Legacy Matters presents what is necessary for visitors to recognize
they have a legacy worthy of leaving to the next era. Rachal Freed has offered us with the means
and inspiration for performing this. Legacy writers will be the link between your past and
upcoming generations. A photo in an album with a name and a day does not stay a bare fact, but
becomes a full story. The process of reflection and composing presents us new vantage factors
from which to look upon our lives. Through questions and illustrations she sharpens our
knowing of where we have come from, who've been our companions along the way, what
encounters and ideas have shaped us. Wisdom is not about learning anything new but rather
gaining a different perspective. A possibility encounter, a bit on the news headlines, a song on
the air, a sunrise shared are defined as transformative moments.Even more involves life as we
look to the future, revealing our hopes and dreams for the types we love as well as the ones



however to come. We state what we have found important. We bear witness to lives resided
fully. The letters that people write and the blessings that people offer become the treasures of
another generation.Through working the procedure in Your Legacy Matters we recognize that we
have not really been alone in our wilderness wanderings. Since there is no guarantee concerning
how longer we will live, legacy composing is a method to link the past with the near future. our
experience, strength, and hope allows us to consider our place among the villagers, to draw
together in a special event of life as you can expect encouragement and support to one another
and the ones yet to come. I was initially introduced to legacy composing through Rachael Freed's
reserve "Women's Lives, Women's Legacies. Starting with the "why" you should do this, it offers
a step-by-step guide for getting it done.. Freed shares that gorgeous ancient custom with a
broader audience in "Your Legacy . 2"It takes a village to raise a child"; Today, Freed shares that
beautiful ancient tradition with a broader viewers in "Your Legacy Matters.!Legacy letters are
different from memoir or autobiography as the purpose is to transfer this is or lesson of the tale
to those who come after us. Rachael offers us an activity that allows us to reflect upon the big
picture of our lives. In "Your Legacy Matters," Freed gives us the tools we have to pen our
wisdom, insight, life stories and particular messages. As a Existence Legacies Facilitator, I
discover this book invaluable. Your Legacy Matters--A Treasure Trove of Wisdom! Your Legacy
Matters is a treasure trove of Legacy wisdom and concepts for community. As a professional
storyteller and legacy letter community facilitator I have found this book an incredible tool to
use with community. Recently, I utilized the stunning exercises on writing about an ancestor
who inspired you. This is reserve is stellar! These females immediately, required paper and pen
and wrote and wrote. This treasure turns into the legacy of values you can expect through the
composing of legacy letters in which we offer tales and blessings to those we realize and love,
as well as those who come after. Five Stars Excellent! Rachael Freed's legacy function is
extremely important in our "aging" globe. I use Veteran Care Partners--all women.!" Through
gently guided exercises, men and women learn to concentrate on what really matters in their
lives. Carla Vogel
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